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Abstract
NEOSIM is a new simulation framework addressed at building large scale and detailed
models of the nervous system. Its essence is a set of interfaces and protocols that enable a plug
and play architecture for incorporating existing simulation modules such as NEURON [4] and
GENESIS [1] as well as future visualisation and data analysis modules. From the start it has
been designed to exploit parallel and distributed computers to reduce simulation run times to
manageable levels, without the additional modelling e!ort required for earlier publicly-available parallel simulation tools. In this paper, we present the design of the NEOSIM framework,
and discuss its applicability to a range of modelling studies.  2001 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V.
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The high degree of connectivity and complexity of neuronal systems means that
modelling even small systems requires a large number of neurons and much larger
numbers of synapses. Incorporating biophysical detail into the models of neurons and
synapses tests the limits of workstation processors and memory resources [6].
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The availability of networked workstations and parallel supercomputers enables, in
principle, the construction of models of several orders of magnitude greater size or
detail. Previous neuronal modelling environments have exploited this opportunity
[3,5], but on the whole have not shielded the modeler from the complexities of parallel
programming, resulting in a signi"cant cost in model development time and di$culty.
For example, the modeller may be required to write a parallel program in the scripting
language to control distribution of the model across the parallel machine, or to
control the simulation run, which introduces additional implementation-dependent
conceptual di$culty entirely unrelated to the neuroscienti"c modelling process. The
NEOSIM project targets e$cient yet transparent use of parallel computers: modelers
can focus on modelling issues and ignore the underlying computational device.
Two decades' experience of the construction and use of neuronal modelling environments, and modern software-engineering techniques, have demonstrated the need
for a component-based architecture which enables distributed development of both
the modelling environment and scienti"c models. This is the NEOSIM approach,
both in the execution of the project and the design of the software.

1. NEOSIM=what?
At the heart of NEOSIM is a kernel which manages simulation time and the
distribution of events between `entitiesa. These entities perform the numerical simulation of neurons. Example entities include the numerical cores of the NEURON and
GENESIS simulation packages, CVODE and HSOLVE, but the architecture is
extendable to allow user components (written in C## or Java) to be added later
(Fig. 1). Thus single neuron models constructed with these packages can be wired up

Fig. 1. Single cell models can be imported from NEURON and GENESIS, and communicate using events.
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into higher level network models using the NEOSIM connection commands. A complementary key aspect of the NEOSIM framework is a set of interface and protocol
speci"cations which enable domain-speci"c components to interact e!ectively. For
example, one interface speci"es a generic form for descriptions of branching and
compartmentalising structure of compartmental models, and another for the communication of ion-channel descriptions and simulations. Components adhering to
these interfaces and protocols can be combined so that, for example, a new ionchannel speci"cation component can be substituted for the existing one without any
other code reorganisation. Essential supporting software technologies such as version
control, simulation repeatability, and database interfaces are a part of the framework.

2. NEOSIM=how?
NEOSIM entities communicate exclusively by sending and receiving timestamped
events. The typical event in a spiking neural network simulation is a single spike.
NEOSIM can take advantage of the axonal delay between spike generation and
delivery to loosen the synchronisation constraint between sender and receiver; the
simulation engine can let sending and receiving entities be at di!erent simulation
times at a given real time. This allows the use of parallel discrete event simulation
techniques [2]. The sender and receiver can be run on di!erent processors without the
communications burden of keeping them in exact lockstep. Further optimisations are
possible if a variable timestep integration method (as in CVODE) is used for individual neurons, as they will be updated less often when their state is changing slowly.
The event infrastructure in NEOSIM is also used to handle more complex events
including probes for voltage and ion concentrations, and in general any user supplied
`objecta, including for example an entire cell morphology which might be used by
a visualisation entity. It is hard to predict the future requirements of modelling; as
with the facilities for plug-in simulation components, new events can be added
without requiring kernel or other component modi"cations.

3. NEOSIM=future network descriptions
The GENESIS environment includes some powerful commands for building and
connecting networks of neurons (`createmapa and `volumeconnecta) [1]. However,
extending these commands to "t a particular modelling task requires modifying the
source code. NEOSIM uses object-oriented techniques to support construction of
generalised populations of cells, and user-de"ned projections from one population to
another (Fig. 2). It is particularly important for large-scale networks that projections
are handled e$ciently, as the time to set up connections can grow at an alarming rate
with the number of neurons; O(N) algorithms are common.
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Fig. 2. Networks are speci"ced at a high level in terms of populations and projections.

Fig. 3. A NEOSIM model is composed of plug-in modules and XML description "les for each level of
a simulation model.

4. NEOSIM=computer technologies
As a framework for supporting heterogenous simulation environments NEOSIM
has to support di!erent computer languages. It currently uses C and C## (for the
simulation modules) and Java (for visualisation modules and the portable kernel),
with the interface between languages provided by the Java Native Interface. The
plug-in modules facility (Fig. 3) is provided by Java archive (Jar) "les and shared
object libraries for native code. Independence from parallel-processor speci"cs is
achieved via parallel programming software layers including MPI, RMI and
OpenMP.

5. Results
We have a working NEOSIM kernel implemented using Java and running on
networks of workstations, using remote method invocation as the object-oriented
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transport layer. The portability of Java means that the kernel can use a mixture of
Linux, NT, Alpha, Solaris and SGI workstations at the same time.
Numerical integration components and model speci"cation components derived
from NEURON have been integrated to allow single cell models speci"ed using the
NEURON script language (hoc and NMODL) to be run under the NEOSIM kernel.
The high speed solver used by the GENESIS simulation language (HSOLVE) has
also been adapted to have an event-based interface, and a large-scale Purkinje model
has been run as a NEOSIM entity. This uses the compiled cell speci"cation format
speci"c to GENESIS.
Visualisation of network activity can be very useful for obtaining insight into
network behaviour. We have developed prototype visualisation tools using Java3D
which connect to the event streams generated by the neurons and display 3D network
structure and dynamic behaviour.

6. Discussion
The aim of the NEOSIM project is to produce and distribute software tools of use
to the computational neuroscience community, particularly focussed on supporting
large-scale network modelling. The approach is particularly suitable for networks with
known axonal delays, and the parallel discrete event simulation approach works well
with variable timestep integration methods. The approach is less suited to situations
with very tightly coupled entities (for example those using gap junctions, or a model of
a single cell, or a rate-coded connectionist network) as these require frequent, often
lockstep, communication. However, these types of simulations can be incorporated as
single entities within a larger model so that, for example, a connectionist network, or
an electrotonically-connected network, could be a part of a larger simulation model.
Currently, work is focussed on stress-testing NEOSIM with a number of large scale
modelling studies prior to releasing the software. These include models of hippocampus [7], the cerebellar cortex [6], the basal ganglia and the thalamocortical loop.
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